Strawberry Applique
Designed by Chelle Grissam
http://www.luv2crochet.com
Small amount Dark Pink yarn
Small amount Green yarn
Size U.S. G Hook
Strawberry
With size G hook and Dark Pink yarn:
Chain 3
Row 1: Sc in 2nd chain from hook, sc in last chain.
Turn ~ 2 sc made
Row 2: Ch 1, work 2 sc in first sc, work 2 sc in last sc.
Turn ~ 4 sc made
Row 3: Ch 1, work 2 sc in first sc, sc in each of the
next 2 sc, work 2 sc in last sc. Turn ~ 6 sc made
Row 4: Ch 1, sc in each sc across. Turn ~ 6 sc made
Row 5: Ch 1, work 2 sc in first sc, sc in each sc across
to last sc, 2 sc in last sc. Turn ~ 8 sc made
Row 6: Ch 1, sc in each sc across. Turn ~ 8 sc made
Row 7 & edging: Ch 1, sc in each sc across, sc down side of strawberry working one sc in each row
end, work 3 sc in bottom point of strawberry, sc up other side of strawberry. Join to first sc made
of row 7. ~ 22 sc made
Fasten Off leaving tail for sewing if sewing to garment.
Strawberry Leaf
With green yarn:
Chain 6
Hdc in 3rd chain from hook, hdc in next chain, slip stitch in next chain, chain 2, hdc in same chain
as slip stitch, slip stitch in last chain. Chain 3, hdc in 2nd chain from hook, hdc in next chain, skip
next chain on leaf, slip stitch in next chain (opposite side of the "bump"), chain 3, slip stitch in 2nd
chain from hook and slip stitch in next chain (stem made), slip stitch in next chain on leaf.
Fasten off leaving tail for sewing to strawberry.
Sew Leaf to top of Strawberry as shown in picture. Sew strawberry to crocheted or knit garment.

